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Abstract 
This document describes the design of a multi-stage restrictive orifice device (MSRO) that serves to 
reduce the noise produced by a regulator valve. The scope of this document explains the determination 
of the proper design through the development of analytical models, the design of a test fixture to obtain 
empirical data, and the corroboration of the models with empirical data to obtain a working solution. 
Background, Problem Statement and Design Requirements 
Background 
Mack Severe Service Valves (Mack Valve) is a corporation that designs different valves for a variety of 
applications. Mack Valve has developed a natural gas regulator valve that they are looking to market. 
Unfortunately, the current design of the valve produces a lot of noise under normal operating 
conditions. It is for this reason that Mack Valve commissioned the Sonyc design team to investigate 
the causes of noise to determine a solution that will reduce the noise produced by the valve while in 
operation. 
Investigating this issue led to the development ofthe following design question: 
How can the noise from a regulator valve be reduced while maintaining a scalable, modular design? 
A time-tested solution to such noise issues utilized by the control valve industry is to use multi-stage 
restrictive orifice devices to reduce the noise of the valve. According to Fisher Severe Service and 
Emerson Process Management [1], the main cause of aerodynamic noise is fluid turbulence. Factors 
such as pressure drops, geometry, and flow rate can all contribute to the noise. The MSRO operates by 
lowering the pressure through a series of smaller, acceptable pressure drops which decreases the total 
noise. 
The Sonyc team determined that a MSRO would be the optimal solution to the problem presented by 




From discussing the scope of the project with Mack Valve, the following requirements were 
developed for this project: 
1. An analytical method shall be developed to predict flow velocities using baseline Mack Valve 
design and be correlated with experimentally-obtained acoustic data. 
2. Noise abatement design shall limit Regulator gas flow to stay below sonic velocity. 
3. The design shall be tested in accordance with IEC 60534-8-3. 
4. Design shall be shown to demonstrate noise reducing capabilities. 
5. All noise abatement components shall be designed to withstand a maximum design pressure 
differential of 1000 psi. (See assumption 1 below) 
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Goals 
The ultimate goals of the design team include: 
1. Design a prototype that is compatible with the Mack Valve system that reduces the noise1 to 70 
decibels 2• 
2. Noise abatement solution shall be designed for production in accordance with Mack 
Valve manufacturing capabilities. 
2.1. Noise abatement solution shall be designed to withstand worst case gas flow velocities 
and vibrations. 
3. Test the prototype at Questar. 
Assumptions 
1. Pressure retaining valve components are deigned in accordance with ASME BPVC to a 600# ANSI 
pressure class rating. These components designs are the responsibility of Mack Valve. Allowable 
stresses for noise abatement components will be provided by Mack Valve. 
2. If the noise abatement design can withstand a maximum pressure differential of 1000 psi, it 
is acceptable for the lower pressure differentials. 
3. Worst case gas flow velocities and vibrations will be determined over the course of the 
design research. 
Deliverables 
At the completion of the research and Design project, the following items will be handed over to Mack 
Valve: 
1. Report explaining detailed engineering analysis of cause of noise in current valve design 
1. 1. Compressible fluid flow analysis including flow velocities and the causes of choked flow 
2. Simple, preliminary design that noticeably reduces the noise in pipe flow 
2.1. All important calculations used in completion of design requirements 
2.2. All relevant part drawings done using Solid Edge software 
3. Physical, tested prototype that meets all design requirements 
3.1. Document containing quantitative and qualitative test data 
3.2. Analysis of test data in relation to design requirements 
Design Solution 
This section details the design solution developed by Sonyc. It discusses the actual solution, how it was 
developed, and the results obtained from testing the design. 
Design Summary 
Multiple resources were employed to ensure that the solution to be tested would cause a reduction in 
sound production and prevent sonic flow during testing. The methods include two different orifice 
1 This is to be measured one meter downstream and one meter away from the valve being tested. See [9]for 
justification. 
2 According to EPA, the maximum sound noise that can be sustained all day without permanent hearing loss is 70 
Decibels (10] 
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design methods, gas flow modeling software, and the IEC Standard. The two selected solutions were 
designed to drop the overall system pressure by 70%. The first solution, a 3-orifice device, has an 
average pressure drop across each plate of 35%. The second solution, a 5-orifice device, has an average 
pressure drop across each plate of 20%. A summary of the diameter of each orifice for each solution 
that was tested is presented in Table l. 
Table 1: Solution sets and the hold size for each orifice plate 







Compressible Flow Analysis 
5-Plate Solution Orifice Diameter (in) 
"O" quaqe (0.3160) 
"U" quaqe (0.3680) 
"Z" quaqe (0.4130) 
29/64 
15/32 
A multi-stage orifice device allows a large drop in pressure over a system while maintaining flow 
velocities below the speed of sound by forcing the pressure to drop in increments. Two design methods 
were identified that could be used to predict the orifice areas required to create the desired pressure 
drops. The first method utilizes the critical pressure ratio for compressible flow, and the second method 
takes minor head loss into account. 
Method 1 
The first method for determining required orifice areas makes use of the critical pressure ratio, which 
describes the maximum pressure drop that a compressible gas system can achieve without producing 
sonic conditions. The critical pressure ratio was calculated for air from Equation 1 as approximately 53% 
[2]. If stagnation pressure is approximated as the inlet pressure, then if the pressure at the orifice is 53% 
or more of the inlet pressure, the flow through the orifice will become sonic. 
p• ( 2 )y-1 
Po = y+l y {1) 
Dropping the pressure over a single orifice by more than 53% will cause choking to occur. By dropping 
the pressure in multiple increments less than 53%, an overall system pressure drop of more than 53% 
can be achieved without inducing sonic flow. With this concept in mind, each orifice was designed to 
withstand a pressure drop of no more than 50%. The exact design pressure drop determines how many 
orifices are required in a multi-stage orifice device. Two separate solutions were designed to drop the 
overall system pressure from 150 psi to 40 psi, or approximately 75%. The first solution, a 3-orifice 
device, has an average pressure drop across each plate of 40%. The second solution, a 5-orifice device, 
has an average pressure drop across each plate of 25%. 
The concept applied for this design method involves calculating the compressible flow area that would 
be required to choke the flow at a second throat within a diffuser for the desired pressure drop. While 
an orifice plate behaves differently than a diffuser, the concept was accepted for the prototype-stage of 
the design. Calculating the minimum required area for each plate to achieve its desired pressure drop 
without choking was completed using Equation 2 [2]. 
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At,2 _ Po,1 
At,1 Po,2 
(2) 
The area and stagnation pressure at the first and second orifices are represented by Ar and Po. It was 
again assumed that the absolute exit pressures were equal to the stagnation pressure. The required 
area of the first plate of each solution was calculated using the venturi exit conditions. A summary of the 
preliminary required diameters for each solution calculated using method 1 are presented in Table 2. 
Table 2: Orifice plate hole sizes for each solution set using method 1. 
Orifice Number 3-Plate Solution Orifice Diameter 5-Plate Solution Orifice Diameter 
1 0.6462 0.6251 
2 0.7123 0.6532 
3 0.7995 0.6894 
4 N/A 0.7325 
5 N/A 0.782 
Method2 
The second method for determining required orifice areas makes use of minor head loss values over a 
sharp-edged orifice as shown in Figure 1. Minor head loss, or pressure loss, is caused by disruptions in 
fluid flow. Orifices drilled in plates disrupt the fluid by forcing it to converge suddenly. Minor head loss 
can be calculated using Equation 3, and the KL value for sudden contractions in is found from Figure 2. 
h - KLV2 
L - 2g (3) 
~:::::;= 
D -----t► d -+-V 
~ 
Figure 1: Diagram offlow through a sharp-edged orifice [2] 
0.6----.------.----.....----...--- .... 
dl/02 
Figure 2: Chart of KL value versus diameter ratio [2] 
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The fluid velocity at the orifice exit is V, which is calculated from Equations 4, 5, and 6. A guess 
was assumed for the initial area of each orifice, and the resulting head loss was calculated from 
Equation 2. The total pressure drop due to the orifice was calculated using Equation 7 along with the 
inlet pressure. Several iterations were conducted until the calculated pressure loss due to head loss was 
equal to the desired pressure drop over each plate. The kinetic energy correction factor, a, for a sharp-
edged contraction is approximately 1.05 . 
p 
P = RT rsJ 
g 
m = pVA (6) 
(7) 
Using this method, two separate solutions were designed to drop the overall system pressure by 
approximately 75%. The first solution, a 3-orifice device, has an average pressure drop across each plate 
of 40%. The second solution, a 5-orifice device, has an average pressure drop across each plate of 25%. 
A summary ofthe preliminary required diameters for each solution calculated using method 2 is 
presented in Table 3. The system fluid should flow through the solution beginning with orifice 1 and with 
the rest in ascending order. 
Table 3: Orifice plate hole sizes for each solution set using method 2. 
Orifice Number 3-Plate Solution Orifice Diameter 5-Plate Solution Orifice Diameter 
1 1.2229 1.2908 
2 1.3073 1.2742 
3 1.4469 1.3235 
4 N/A 1.3943 
5 N/A 1.4905 
AFT Arrow Modeling 
After the required orifice areas were calculated, the design was simulated in the gas flow program AFT 
Arrow. The simulated actual pressures produced by Arrow were slightly different than the ideal pressure 
drops assumed by the orifice design, which is likely because Arrow takes various losses present in real-
life systems into account. An image of the model in Arrow is shown below. 
J5 J2 J6 J7 J8 Jg J4 
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Arrow issues warnings if the gas flow velocity meets or exceeds sonic velocity. No warnings were issued 
for any of the multi-orifice solutions that were modeled under the given conditions. Once Arrow 
produced confirmation that the preliminary solution designs from each design method would not choke 
under flow conditions, the amount of sound each solution would produce during operation was 
examined. 
Sound Prediction Using IEC 60534-8-3 Standard 
The decibel level produced by the valve was predicted using the IEC 60534-8-3 standard [2]. This 
standard takes a range of different variables for a given flow condition and produces a sound-level 
prediction for a valve one meter away from the pipe wall one meter downstream of the valve/device. 
The majority of the flow conditions were measured, such as upstream temperature, upstream pressure 
and the mass flow rate. Others were either assumed or taken to be standard values from the IEC 
standard or common values, such as the atmospheric pressure, speed of sound in steel, etc. Other 
values, such as Cv, were found to have a minimal impact on the overall sound level and were left as a 
constant conservative value. 
Acoustical Efficiency Factor 
The variable in the standard that has the largest impact on sound produced is the acoustical efficiency 
factor, or An. This factor is a variable which represents how much of the stream power is converted in to 
acoustical energy. This factor is a function of the valve geometry and design. Table 4 shows typical 
values for different common valves that are presented in the standard. In this case, less-negative 
numbers equate to more sound produced. 
Table 4: Typical values of A n and St p from IEC standard (Table 4 in standard) 
Valve or Fitting 
Flow 
An StP direction 
Globe, parabolic plug Either -4.2 0.19 
Globe, V-port plug Either -4.2 0.19 
Globe, ported cage design Either -3.8 0.2 
Globe, multihole drilled plug or cage To open -4.8 0.2 
Globe, multihole drilled plug or cage To close -4.4 0.2 
Butterfly, eccentric Either -4.2 0.3 
Butterfly, swing-through (centered shaft), to 70° Either -4.2 0.3 
Butterfly, fluted vane, to 70° Either -4.2 0.3 
Butterfly, 60° flat disk Either -4.2 0.3 
Eccentric rotary plug Either -3.6 0.3 
Segmented ball 90° Either -3.6 0.3 
Drilled hole plate fixed resistance Either -4.8 0.2 
Expander Either -3.0 0.2 
NOTE 1: These values are typical only. Actual values are stated by the manufacturer 
NOTE 2: Section 8 should be used, for those multi-hole trims, where the hole size and spacing is 
controlled to minimize noise 
Section 8 - Experimental Determination of Acoustical Efficiency Factor 
If needs be the standard allows for experimental determination of the acoustical efficiency factor for a 
specific valve. While the experimental data obtained from this set oftests aligned closely with the given 
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standard value in the table for an expander, this may be a necessity in any future tests. The data would 
need to be calculated from noise measurements according to standard IEC 60534-8-1, which the test 
fixture complies with. This will be explained in more detail later in the Test Fixture Design section. 
Section 9 - Sound Prediction for Multiple Stages 
The planned solution will predict the noise of more than one orifice plate and combine them together to 
produce an overall sound output. This is allowed in the standard via section 9, which states "When fixed 
area pressure reduction stages (like drilled holes plates) are installed downstream of a control valve, 
total noise produced downstream can be calculated." The example diagram that the standard displays is 
seen in Figure 3. This is nearly identical to the setup of our proposed design, and as such the sound 






~- L '-, :.,........___U;1 ____,< , n'-------~ 
Cont~OI valve {stage 1) 
Figure 3: Example Section 9 Setup 
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Use of the /EC Standard for Initial Design 
Each of the proposed designs from both design methods was modeled using the IEC standard to 
determine the best solution options. They were run using the design pressures and mass flow rates and 
using typical acoustical efficiency factors taken from the standard. Although these values could not be 
relied on for absolute accuracy they were useful for comparison. These different design methods 
revealed that the two design solutions from method 1 would produce less sound. The model also 
outputs the Mach number at the throat of the valve and verified that the solutions should not produce 
choked flow. 
Solution Selection for Testing 
The solutions developed using design method 1 were modified to be optimized for the flow rates and 
pressure drops achievable by the test fixture. Both 3 and 5-orifice solutions were designed to drop the 
overall system pressure by up to 70% without producing sonic flow. The 3-orifice device was designed to 
produce an average pressure drop of 35% across each plate. The 5-orifice device was designed to 
produce an average pressure drop of 20% across each plate. Each solution was again modeled in Arrow 
with no warning issued for choked flow, and the IEC Standard model predicted favorable sound levels 
and no warnings of choked flow. The solutions were ultimately designed with different benefits in mind. 
The 3-plate is simpler and made of less material, but the 5-plate has a lesser chance of choking and was 
expected to produce less sound. 
Tests Performed 
Certain tests were designed to be able to record accurate data that could then be used to verify the 
analytical models that have been developed. Due to the limitations of the test fixture two main test 
were designed. The first test (Test 1) was designed to determine the capability of the design to drop the 
pressure of the system. The second test (Test 2) was designed to quantify the noise reducing capabilities 
of the solution. For a more detailed explanation of the test setups, please refer to [3]. 
For Test 1 data was collected for the three-plate solution (Solution 1), the five-plate solution (Solution 2) 
and the ball valve without any solution in place. For these tests the ball valve was located after the 
solution. In all tests the inlet pressure was set at 150 psi. The ball valve would then be opened until the 
outlet pressure before the ball valve read 45 psi. The flow rates for each of these were calculated and 
analyzed. 
As it was determined that the ball valve was the major contributing factor to the noise in the system, it 
was decided that for accurate sound measurements the ball valve needed to be placed upstream, 
before the MSRO. To be able to have the noise level determined by something other than the ball valve 
the system would be charged to 200 psi and then the opened to full open. Data was collected for both 
Solution 1 and Solution 2. In each case data was collected for the single plate by itself and the entire 
MSRO solution. The results are given and discussed in the following section. 
Design Results 
From testing, the following parameters were measured with the solution in place. The inlet pressure, 
the inlet temperature, the pressure at the throat of the venturi meter, and the pressure just before the 
ball valve after the MSRO. In analyzing all of the data sets, it was possible to determine certain regions in 
the data. These regions consist of the steady state time when the valve is closed, a transition period 
when the valve is open, a steady state region when the flow is at operating conditions and then another 
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region when the valve is closed. The sound data includes a shock region when the valve is initially being 
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4 6 8 10 12 
Time {s) 
Figure 4: Pressure data taken with the full five plate solution in place and the ball valve 
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Figure 5: Sound data collected for three plate solution with one plate in place and the ball valve 
located upstream. 
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The steady state data for the sound levels and the calculated mass flow rates were collected and 
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Figure 7: Sound level vs flow rate for three-plate solution 
• Five plate solution with one plate 
• Five plate solution five plates 
0.4 
eThree plate solution with one plate 
erhree plate solution with three plates 
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The results obtained from analyzing the steady state data are summarized below in Table 5. 
Table 5: Steady state means and standard deviations for steady state data 
Solution Flow Rate (lbm/s) Sound level (dB) 
Five plate with single plate 0.25± 0.18 82.2 ± 3.7 
Five plate with full solution 0.23 ± 0.15 78.1± 3.3 
Three Plate with single plate 0.21 ± 0.11 78.3 ± 5.1 
Three plate with full solution 0.16 ± 0.10 73.5 ± 3.8 
An F test was performed on the compiled steady state data to determine whether the variances 
between the samples were equal or unequal. Once this was completed a student t analysis was 
performed to determine whether or not the comparison of the samples were significantly different. At a 
95% confidence level, there was no significant difference in the flow rates for the single and full solution 
tests for the respective three and five plate solutions. However at the 95% confidence level there is a 
statistical difference in the measured sound levels. 
This data shows that the solutions do indeed reduce the noise of the system. 
Model Correlation 
In order to correlate the data the mass flow rates and upstream pressures were taken and then 
modeled using the IEC standard and given plate dimensions. This predicted sound level for the given 
flow conditions was then compared to the actual sound produced. For the acoustical efficiency factor 
the typical value for an Expander from Table 4 was used. This is due to the small hole sizes centered in 
the hole plate that entered the much larger two inch pipe size. This number would likely change to more 
closely correlate with the value for a drilled hole plate with fixed resistance for cases where the hole size 
increases. 
These predicted sound levels were then compared to the actual values for the three and five plate 
solutions. These comparison can be seen in Figure 8 and Figure 9. For both cases the single-plate 
prediction was very near the actual experimental results. For the prediction of the complete system the 
prediction had a larger error and consistently under-predicted the sound. The 95% student's t 
confidence interval for the error of the predicted sound is seen in Table 6. 
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Figure 9: Five-plate solution predicted vs experimental sound output 
Table 6: Error of predicted sound output. 
Type Error 
Single Plates 2.2 ± 3.3 % 
Complete Solutions 6.0±3.7% 
Combined Error for Both Cases 4.1 ± 5.2 % 
Test Fixture 
This section describes the as built test fixture that was used to test the MSRO designed by Sonyc. The 
details regarding the test fixture design, the operation and maintenance of the test fixture, and the 
logistics of the test fixture are all described in this section. 
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Test Fixture Design 
A critical part of the design process is the ability to test the design to determine if it is capable of 
meeting the design requirements. To accomplish that purpose, a test fixture was designed to test for the 
parameters necessary for comparison with the analytic models. The test fixture was designed in 
accordance with the IEC standard with the ability to test different design solutions. 
Test Fixture Compliance with IEC 60534-8-1 
The test fixture requirements were outlined in an additional IEC requirement related to the one 
originally obtained. The standard lists requirements regarding the acoustic environment which required 
particular attention in order to ensure compliance. In section 5.1.5 the standard says the following: 
"The test environment shall be controlled in such a way that background, reflected, and 
other extraneous noise be at least 10 dB lower than that radiated by the test section. 
Depending on the test system and the acoustic environment, upstream and 
downstream silencers may be necessary." 
The general background noise was consistently measured to be around 62 dB, which is in compliance 
with the standard's requirements for valid data. When the tests were performed, however, the sound 
produced by the air exiting the end of the pipe was causing noise much higher than acceptable limits. 
This prevented any good sound to be obtained and required use to obtain a diffuser to be a downstream 





Figure 10: Example Test Fixture from IEC 60534-8-1 
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Actual Test Fixture Design 
In compliance with the IEC standard, the final design of the test fixture is shown in Figure 11, Figure 12, 
and Figure 13. Figure 11 shows the setup of the test fixture with each instrument labeled. The design 
solution is the orifice plates. The plates were placed between the flanges and then be allowed to 
operate in reducing the noise. The assembly of the orifice plates into the test fixture can be seen in 
Figure 12. A total of 5 plates could be tested at one time. Figure 13 shows the transducer assembly with 
the venture meter. The pressures measured by those transducers were used to calculate the mass flow 
rate of air through the test fixture. The test fixture allowed for multiple plates comprising the MSRO that 
was to be tested. The measurements recorded by the test fixture include the inlet pressure, the 
pressure at the throat of the venturi meter, the inlet temperature, and the outlet pressure. 
r-TP 
I ;--TH 
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TP Temp/Pressure Gauge 
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Figure 11: Drawing of complete test fixture with callouts. 






Figure 13: Drawing of transducer assembly from the venturi meter with callouts. 
Materials 
The pipe selected for the test fixture is 2 inch nominal schedule 40 stainless steel pipe. According to a 
document published by Kai hour Oilfield Equipment (5), this type of pipe is rated for a working pressure 
of 1500 psi. This is well above the maximum inlet pressure of 200 psi that will be used in the test 
system. Thick-wall pressure vessel calculations were also computed to determine the safety factor of 
the steel against yielding. The calculations performed can be seen in Appendix B of [4]. In performing 
these calculations, a safety factor of 19 was obtained against yielding [4]. 
The venturi meter was designed by the group and machined out-of-house out of 6061 aluminum. The 
venturi meter was designed with a beta ration of 0.6 as to not choke the flow during testing. Ten orifice 
plates were designed and manufactured in-house out of 1/8" aluminum plates. 
Assembly 
All parts and instrumentation were acquired and assembled to the final design. For the fixture itself, 
shown in Figure 11, all connections were made using NPT threading with Teflon compound to prevent 
leaks through the threading. The fixture was secured to a table using brackets and the air tanks were 
secured to a tank rack to prevent from falling. The orifice plated are secured to the fixture between two 
flanges with gaskets that are fit together using four bolts. 
For the transducer assembly, shown in Figure 13, all connections were made using Yor Lok pipe fittings. 
The transducer assembly is secured to the fixture using NPT threading and Teflon compound to prevent 
leaks. 
Instrumentation 
A number of sensors were used to measure the properties of the air during operation of the test fixture. 
The sensors and their respective accuracies are summarized below in 
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Table 7. 
Table 7: Instrumentation with accuracies from manufacturers 
Sensor Measurements Accuracy 
Inlet Pressure Transducer Pressure (0-250 psi) .25 % Fullscale = .625 psi 
Throat Pressure Transducer Pressure (0-150 psi) .5% Fullscale = .75 psi 
Thermocouple Temperature (-250-350°() Greater of 1·c or .75% 
Outlet Pressure Transducer Pressure (0-200 psi) .25% Fullscale = .5 psi 
Sound Meter 30-130 dB ±1.5 dB 1.5% 
The venturi meter was used to calculate the flow rates of the system. The inlet and throat pressures and 
the thermocouple measurements were used in calculating the mass flow rate. Thus, the error of the 
venturi meter would be just a propagation of the error associated with each of the instruments. 
Test Fixture Umitations 
The biggest limitation of the test fixture design was the maximum mass flow rate of the air that could be 
achieved. Because the air source was a compressed air tank, only a small amount of air could be 
supplied to the system. With the small mass flow rate, the control valve from Mach Valve could not be 
used in the test because there was not enough air flow to create the flow conditions needed to analyze 
the system. Therefore, the solution had to be scaled down and tested on a smaller level. 
The next limitation was the inability to eliminate the sound created from the air exiting the test fixture. 
As the air exited the test fixture, a lot of ambient noise was generated that was not relevant to the test, 
thus, skewing the sound measurements. To combat this problem, a diffuser was placed at the end of the 
fixture and much of the sound was eliminated. Some sound remained, though, and the sound 
measurements included that. 
Ideally, pressure measurements would have been taken after each orifice plate to verify the pressure 
drop at each stage. With pressure measurements at each stage, the analytical model could be verified 
more fully. Due to insufficient funds and design constraints, it was not possible to place a pressure 
transducer at each stage of the solution. Because of this, pressure drops after each orifice plate was 
estimated and the inlet and outlet pressures were used to verify the analytical model. 
Another limitation of the test fixture was the number of runs that were able to be performed for each 
test. Test results are more accurate as the number of data sets are increased. Because the air supply was 
limited to compressed air tanks, only five runs were performed for each test. Though more tests would 
create more confident results, the five runs were sufficient to analyze the data and determine 
statistically significant results. 
Test Fixture Operations and Maintenance 
Many steps were taken to ensure accurate readings from each instrument. This section explains the 
calibration process for the instrumentation and the data acquisition process. 
Thermocouple Calibration 
In order to calibrate the thermocouple, the leads were immersed in a water bath in a beaker. This 
beaker was placed on a hot plate. While the water bath was heated up, 20 data points were recorded 
with the amount of voltage outputted to a LabView program at a corresponding temperature measured 
by a digital thermometer. These data points were plotted in a graph on an EXCEL spreadsheet and fitted 
with a second ordered trend line (y = 0.7903x2 - 10.99x + 116.1). The R2 value was displayed to be 0.9954 
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and, therefore, was determined to be a reliable curve fit. The coefficients of this equation were plugged 
into the LabView program to finish calibration of the thermocouple 
Absolute Pressure Transducer Calibration 
The inlet absolute pressure transducer arrived calibrated by the manufacturer. The MyDaq picked up 
the direct voltage signal and a LabView program converted it to a pressure measurement. These 
pressures were verified by the fact that they matched the pressure gauges. 
The outlet absolute pressure transducer, however, required calibration. With the ball valve closed 
(downstream of both pressure transducers), various fixture pressures were applied to the transducers. 
The inlet pressure transducer's pressure readings and the outlet transducer's current output were 
viewed on a LabView program and then plotted on an EXCEL spreadsheet. There were 20 recorded data 
points. These points were fitted with a second-ordered curve (y = 12435x - 49.629). With a R2 value of 
0.9995, the curve fit is found to be reliable. The coefficients of the equation were plugged into the 
LabView program to finish the calibration of the outlet absolute pressure transducer. 
Signal Amplification 
For the thermocouple measuring absolute pressure, it was determined that the signal had to be 
amplified by a factor of 3000 in order to reach a range for a viable reading. Using a circuit board, an op-










Figure 14: Non-Inverting Op-Amp Configuration [SJ 
-----1-----
V;n is the ingoing signal, R1 is 100 Ohms, R2 is 300,000 Ohms and the outgoing wire leads to the MyDaq. 
The gain was calculated as follows: 
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R2 300,000 
k = 1 +- = 1 +--- = 3001 
Rl 100 
Test Data Acquisition 
A standardized system of steps were taken to ensure that data acquired was reliable and viable and that 
test participants were protected from any harm. 
1. It was verified that orifice plate(s) for each solution set were secured tightly to flanges and that 
all other connections were fastened tightly. 
2. Sound meter was placed one meter downstream and one meter lateral to the last orifice plate 
placed downstream. It is ensured that no object or person stands between the fixture and the 
sound meter. 
3. One individual verified that Sound link software for sound meter was open, connected to the 
sound meter, responding to sound, and archiving sound measurements as EXCEL files. 
4. Another individual initiates a LabView program written to read pressure differential, absolute 
pressure, and mass flow on a separate laptop. The laptop is connected to a MyDaq. 
5. With the ball valve completely closed, the pressure is increased by opening the gas cylinder of 
compressed air and slowly adjusting the regulator (from the closed position) until the target 
pressure is achieved. The target pressure was usually 150 psi. 
6. After all instrumentation had been initiated, the ball valve was opened partially to allow flow 
though the fixture. This allowed for a pressure drop. The ball valve was opened and 
simultaneously throttled to drop the pressure from 150 psi to approximately 40 psi. 
7. After enough data was gathered during testing, the ball valve was closed slowly to avoid shock 
occurring at the ball valve. Test data files of the sound and flow were created and placed on 
separate folders on a Google Drive. 
8. After the pressure had settled back up to 150 psi and data files created, steps 6 and 7 were 
repeated until 5 tests were performed for each solution set. 
9. If a different solution set was to be tested and/or ifthe gas cylinder ran out of compressed air, 
the gas cylinder and regulator were closed and residual pressure in the fixture released by 
opening the ball valve. With no pressure in the fixture, the orifice plate configuration could be 
changed for additional testing and/or the empty gas cylinder could be switched for one that was 
fully charged. 
Tests Performed 
There are two different tests that were performed during the data acquisition process. The tests were 
carried out on the two solutions designed by Sonyc. 
The first test was carried out using the test fixture configuration shown in Figure 11. Following the steps 
above, the temperature, inlet pressure, differential pressure, and the outlet pressure was measured. 
These values were used to determine the mass flow rate of the air through the system. The calculated 
mass flow rate was then used to determine optimal hole sizes for each designed solution. Once the 
orifice plates were manufactured, tests were performed with each solution set to determine the 
pressure drop across the plates and the corresponding mass flow rate. 
The second test that was performed was carried out using the test fixture configuration shown in Figure 
15. The purpose of this test was to determine the sound reduction capabilities of each solution set. With 
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the ball valve closed, the system was pressurized to 200psi and then released through the orifice plates. 
The process was carried out with only the first plate of each solution installed and then with the 
subsequent plates installed. By doing this, we were able to measure the sound of the air travelling 
through just the first plate and compare the sound of the air travelling through the entire solution set. 
The sound levels were then compared to determine the sound reduction capabilities of each solution 
set. 
r-AT 
Figure 15: Drawing of test fixture with the ball valve place up stream of orifice plate. 
Looking forward 
There is potential future work to be done in two main ways. The first is additional design changes that 
could be researched to look at their impact on the effectiveness of the design. The second is additional 
testing that can be done to further explore and prove the effectiveness of the design. This section will 
outline both potential options. 
Further Design Iterations 
The time restraint restricted the possibility to explore additional variables that could have a significant 
impact on the sound reduction capabilities of the addition. There are several different methods that are 
currently being used throughout industry that would be beneficial to explore more to see their viability 
for this specific case. The first is that by offsetting the hole location on the orifice plates there could be 
additional sound reduction. The other is by creating an array of smaller holes instead of using just one 
large one. 
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Influence of Hole Location 
Throughout our research we found a number of companies that manufactured multi-stage orifices 
where there design involved holes that were offset from one another. Some examples can be seen in 
Figure 17 and Figure 16 [6] (7]. This could improve the sound results from the design by mitigating the 
stream power. Stagnation and recirculation points in each stage could potentially allow for the pressure 
fluctuations to partially 'die out' in each stage and thus reduce the overall sound output of the device. 
This would need to be experimentally tested to see if the hole position would make a noticeable impact. 
0-1 D_40-D 
~ D 
Figure 17: Example of offset hole locations by Cameron. 
Figure 16: Example of offset hole locations by Pirovat Sistemas 
Multiple-Hole Arrays 
The other widely-implemented change to multi-stage orifice designs to mitigate sound is by having an 
array of holes in each orifice instead of using just one large hole. In each case the holes should be spaced 
far enough apart to minimize the jet interaction. The exact distance between the holes would be a 
subject of potential future research, although the standard does mention a potential starting distance of 
0.7 times the hole diameters for pressure ratios higher than 4. This is potentially described in more 
detail in the standard BS EN (IEC) 60534-8-4. A sample multi-stage restrictive orifice device with multi-
hole array by Rototherm can be seen in Figure 18. 
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Reduced noise levels -
multi-hole des1an allows 
even areater noise 
reduction (based on BS 
EN60534-8-4) 
Figure 18: Example of multi-hole array by Rototherm. 
Further Testing 
Numerous budget and time constraints prevented full testing of the solution. There are several 
additional tests that, given the money and the time, would be valuable to perform. This section outlines 
the most important ones 
Actual Operating Conditions for Mass Flow Rate and Pressures 
The largest inhibitor for the data collected is the low mass flow rate that was attainable. It would be 
extremely beneficial to upscale the solution hole sizes to accommodate full-scale mass flow rates and 
then test it with operating pressures. This would prove the feasibility of the solution on all scales in 
addition to providing additional insight. 
Test Sound Produced by Current Regulator Valve 
It could be useful to correlate the current regulator valve to the sound predicted in the IEC standard. 
This would require full-scale mass flow rates and pressures to produce sufficient sound from the valve. 
This would allow two things. First it would provide additional insight in the sound behavior of the 
current valve alone. More importantly, however, it would allow the valve to then be modeled in the IEC 
standard with various solutions added after the valve. This would provide additional insight during the 
design phase when comparing different potential prototype solutions. 
Test of Prototype in Valve 
This would be the final test required. This would be after a specific prototype has been selected and 
then is inserted in to the valve to test its effectiveness. This could also potentially include several 
different prototypes to be tested and compared. It would be recommended to measure the flow rates 
before and after the prototypes are inserted to ensure that the solution isn't affecting the valve's 
capabilities in any way. 
Conclusion 
The solutions developed were able to produce a significant noise reduction in the system as the flow 
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was choked and also met all of the system requirements. (For more details see [3]). In applying the 
ideas listed above for future research and utilizing the models developed over the course of the project 
it is possible to develop a scaled sound reduction device that will operate in the working conditions of 
the Mack Valve valve. 
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Appendix B: Instrumentation Specification Sheets 
Bulletin E-112 
Series 629 Differential Pressure Transmitter 
Specifications - Installation and Operating Instructions 
The Senn l2't ~Ual p,....,,. Tnnamlttar" monitors dtl'lerenlal 
pressun, of air ano compatillle gasea and IIQtods will! 0.5% acancy. 
Tho detJ,gn empk>ys dual preuure "enSOJs cOOYen.ng preuure 
Cflanges do a standard 4--20 mA outpul sagnal tar two wue Cl'aJlla... 
Smal k'1emal Y0kme and nwwn..m rnow-.g parts mull in nc:eptional 
.,_ and reiabilily. Tem>nal-. zero and span ..,..._ are 
easily acceued t.l1der the lop cower The Sorin 629 lllflerenhf 
Pressure Transrniner Is des,gnod I<> meet NEMA--4X 111'66) conslrucllc)n_ 
"-auraU..b 
-ge 
Wortdng'.,-nlo.., p--......,.., .... 11 
l!Doidl --°" Port s 10 50 10 20 100 
25 50 250 
:so 60 250 
50 100 250 
100 200 500 
150 300 750 
200 400 1000 
300 600 1200 
flOO 1000 2000 
• Prusures exceeding the worlung 
preuure .,._ may cause i1 calibraban 
shift of up 10 t.3% of ful scale. 
DWYER INSTRUMENTS, INC. 
P.O. BOX 373 • MICHIGAN CITY, INDIAHA 413M, U.s.A. 
i.11/32 
I .l>I ~~=;===;=6.=c:...._....1 
---
SPECIFICA110NS 
OPllOfW. II< fl'T 
WLEF11T1116 
S...lce: Com1»1illle gases & loquicl&. 
- llo..,lola: Types 316. 3161. SS 
~ 
113.341 
Accuracy: .0.5% F.S. linwdes llnearily. hySlef .... & nope~). 
Ttmpenture Umlta: 0 to :20rF H8 10 93-C)_ 
Com-od T-Umlta: 0 lo 175"F 1-18 lo 19°C) . 
PtMaure Lmb: See ctwt_ 
n-n. E-t 0Jl2"/"F (0.036VC) Includes zero & span. 
P- Req-lS: I 3-30 VOC. 
~ Sig- 4 lo 20 mA. Opllonal 0-5. 1-5. 0-10. 1-6 o, 2-10 VllC 
ZMo & Span: POlenl!Offleters inside CO'ldull endosunt. 
RNPOftH Time: 50 msec. 
Loop R•m1anc.: 0-1300ohms maanum for 06ntnl:outpl.C. For 
,ol!age OUlpJII. mnnum load,_...,__ 2000 o11n1s. 
Cumtnl Consumption: Transmill«. 40 mA mu. Transmillef ""'1l 
~ display. 140 mA mu. 
EIKtrical Connections: Terminal tJtoc:k. 
ProcNo Connectiofta: 1i.· - NPT. 
Dtsploy: Opoonal4-1/2 digll 1/2"(12.7 mmlheighllED. 
Enc:loau,o Rating: Designed lo meel NEMA 4X 01'66) for ncn-U.D 
models. 
llountJng Orientation: Nol p0111ion sensitive_ 










Series 626 & 628 Pressure Transmitters 
Specifications - Installation and Operating Instructions 
-GH Genefill Purpou Houilng 
SPECIFICATIONS 
Service: ~- gau• and liql.ido. 
Wetted llaterlllla: Type 316 SS. 
Ac:c:urxy: 626: 0.25'1!, FS, o.~ 
RSS: 628: 1.0% FS, 0.5% RSS; 626 
aboolute n,nges: 0.S'W, FS, 0.3S'W, RSS. 
(lrdJdes linearity, hyoteresis, and 
repealalaty). 
Tempemu,. Limit: 0 to 200'F (-18 10 
gJ·C). 
Compenutlon TIOlllpemura Range: 
0 lo 175" (-18 lo 7g"C). 
l'henMI Elfwct: 626: 10.02" FsrF. 
628: t0.04% F5rF (includes zero and 
"P"n). 
Pntsaura Lunn: See .-. 
Power Requirements: 10-30 voe (lo< 
4-20 mA. 0-6. 1-5. 1-& voe outpus): 
13-30 voe (for 0-10. 2-10 voe 
outpU15): s voe .o.s voe (for o.s...5 
voe ratio-melric ou1pul). 
Output Sign.1I: 4-20 mA. 0-5 voe.1-5 
voe. 0-10 voe. or o.s-..s voe. 
INSTALLATION 
Rftponaa Time: 300 ms. 
Loop RNlstance: 0-1000 Ohrno mu. 
R max • 50 (Vps-10) Ohms (4-20 mA 
outpul), SK Ohms (0-5, 1-5, 1-6, 0-10. 
2-10. o.S-<1.s voe outp ... ). 
Cumtnt Consumption: 38 mA 
maximum (lcr 4-20 mA OU1pul): 10 mA 
maximum (lcr 0-S, 1-5, 1-6, 0-10. 2-10. 
o.S-<1.5 voe a...pu1): 140 mA 
maxumum (for aa 626.62816= with 
optional LEO). 
Electrical Connection•: Conckat 
Housing (-CH): tennnal block. 112· 
lamale NPT conduit: Genera PurpoMI 
Housing (-GH): cable DIN EN 175801-
803-C. 
ProcoH Con,-llon: 1/4" male or 
lamale NPT and BSPT. 
Encloaul9 Ralng: NEMA 4X (11'66). 
Mountlnil Orien1allon: Mount ., any 
poSllion. 
W9ight 10 oz (283 g). 
Agency Approval■: CE. 
1. l.ocalon: Select a location where the temperature of the transmitter \wl be 
-een 0 and 175•F (-18 to 7ll"C). Dio1ance from 1he recetllllf is limited only by 
Iota loop reliotance. The nm,g or poping oupplying presSUl! to the l.l1it can be 
prac:ticaly any length required b,.. long lengths \wl nc:rease re,ponH tme •li~tly. 
2. Poaillon: The tranon-.tte< ia not position lenlitive. However al •Ulftdard models 
are originaly .-Bled wi1h the urit in a polilion with the prenu-e oonnection 
dov«ward. Allt,oui;, they can be UHd at - angleo, lo, beat accu-acy it i• 
recommended that uri1a be i'l,taled in the po•ition calibrated at the laclOty. 
3. Preuurw Connection: Use a smaM am0U1t of punber's rape or other auitabte 
eala-115 to preve,.. leaks. Be sue the pre'Sswe pal.Sage inside the pof1 is not 
blocked. 
4. Elec:triul Connection& 
Wi19 Length • The malllfT!Um length of wire oonnectn;i the 1ran&mittef and receiver 
i5 a fundion of wire size aid receiver reliatance. Wiring~ not a>ntnbute more 
than 10'1(, of the n!0!IVef f1!Sistance to 10lal loop re&istance. For extremely long 
ruu (OYer 1000 feet), choose receillllfS with l'igher rellistance 10 rrnnue the size 
,rid co11 of oonnecllng leadl. W>ere \IOring langlh ii under 100 feet, win, •• 1mal 
H 22 >ING can be used. 
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Bulletin E-111 
Series 626 & 628 Pressure Transmitters 
Specifications - Installation and Operating Instructions 
LIOUIO 11Glf' AT11Mi 
CORO IMllliR RANGl: 
200., 350 (5 OI! o 8119) 





3- 12 )18 90) 
114 hPT 
MAL£ ArTING 
Tiw S.riN 626 and 621 P,-sure Transmitters co,wens a UlgN p0MINW 
pre•aure lfllO a standard 4-20 mA autpJt &,gnat The SenN 626 and 628 can be 
used IO KCt.N111Bty mNaunt ~tmle g~sea and llquas, Senea 62& hA ta 
accuracy • o 25'!1,, s.ne. 828 ful scale aa:uracy .. 1 O'!I, (see ll)<IQl<:abora) 
l)e9"'d for ndu"nal tHMrt>nmenla """' • NEMA .X (1Pe6) houvlg, -
tr., ter , Sdls most ellec:ts ol ahodt and vtbr 10n. 
' 
CAUTtON Oo 001 u:oeed apec,Md auppty voltage ralfngl 
PenNnanl da.m.198 not CCM!red by WMranty 'Ml raslit Thrs device 
erotaes,g,,adfor 120or 40_AC_ UMorwyon 1310 
30 \/OC 
,.,.._ureRllngea 
PrN1ure Maximum o ... , 
R•nve PrN&UA PrNIUN 
11.r I:> IJI.I• J<Jpaoa ., .,... 
1~.,... 30pa,a 45 .,... 
0-30 -
60pa,a DOpo,a 
0-50 "'"" 1001)1,iil 150-
0-100 puo 200 p ... JOO-
0-200 p ... 4001)1,iil 600 ps,a 
0-300p111 600pw 000 Pl"' 
0-5 PIIQ 10 PIIQ 50psog 
0-151>1'9 30 PIIQ 150 paig 
0-30psa;i 60 psig JOOpsig 
0-50 P"'!I 100 ps,g 300 ps,g 
0-100 pug 200 PIIQ 
600 -0-150 PIIQ 300ps,g 750 ps,g 
0-200pug 400 ps,g 1000 P"II 
0-300pg,g 600p11g 1500P"'!I 
0-500J)Mlj IOOOpaig 2500-
0-1000 paig 2000 pug 6000 P61Q 
0-1500 P•IQ 3000 pug 6000 P"'!I 
0-2000 P•IQ 4000paig 6000p11g 
0-3000 P61Q 6000paig 7500 P61Q 
0-5000 Pllg 7500 paig 10000 poog 
0-8000 P61Q 10000 P:!.IQ 12000 pa,g 
DWYER INSTRUMENTS, INC. 
P.O. BOX 373 • MICHIGAN CITY, INOIANA 463t0, U.S.A. I 
-GH General Purpou Housing 
SPECIFICATIONS 
Service.~ g•esancl ~ 
wetted lblonolo· Type 318 SS 
Accuracy: 826 0 25'!1, FS, 0 20'!I, 
RSS, 8 1 (I'll, FS. 0 5'!1, RSS. 626 
abaolu rarvn 0 5'!1, FS, 0 JS'!I, RSS 
(lndudM lneanly, hyller ..... and 
repeillallilly) 
Tempenw,.Llmll.010 200"F (-18., 
IIJ"C) 
Compenution Temper•u,. Range 
0 10 175" (-18 10 7Q"C) 
Th«mal Effect 82 rll O '!I, FSrf 
628 rll 04'!1, FsrF (ondudes zero an, 
!lj)An) 
Pressure Umrt1· See tat>'8 
Power luqulremen,_ 10-30 voe (for 
4-20 mA. 0-5. 1-5 H! voe ClUf?J'), 
1:i-30 voe 11or 0-10 .. 10 voe 
..,.,.,.). 5 \/OC rll.5 \/OC (lor O ~ 5 
voe ,-,nc output) 
Output Signal· 4-20 mA. 0-S 1/0C 1•5 
voe. 0-10 voe. or O ~ 5 voe 
INSTALLATION 
RNPonaa Time 300.,. 
Loop R•-•· 0-tOOO 0tma mu 
R mu• 50 (\ll»-10) Ohnw f4-20 mA 
outpuQ, 5K Otma (0-S. 1-5, 1-6, 0-10. 
2-10 0~5\/0COUIP<,I) 
Current Consumption· 38 mA 
maximum (for 4-20 mA outpuQ, IO mA 
,,_,mum (for 0-5. 1-5. l-6 0-10 •10 
0 ~ 5 voe OUlpur) 140 ml\ 
............, (for al 6261112 29-CH 
oplD\all.ED) 
ElectricM ConneaJOn• COOOIJII 
~ (-CH) lemw\1111 l>lod<. 112· 
lama NPT cond"". °"""'al Pu-pose 
Housa,g (-GH) cable 04N EN 175801-
803-C 
Process ConnectJon. 114'" tNa Of 
famale NPT an, 8SPT 
Enclosure Ralng. EMA 4X (IPl56) 
0-allon Mcuntnany -Wa4Qh~ 10 oz ('.283 g) "9ency Appr<>Yal • CE 
1. Loc.atton: Setea • loca on wner. tne temper-ab.A o ttw transmm• wia oe 
between O and l75"F (-1810 7Q"C) O...anoa from,,,.,,..,.._ oo lwMeo orly by 
IOI.Ill IOap re.,.,ance The llbng or Plll"'9 M4)1)1yong pressure 10 lho ..,. can be 
c,,actocally any length n,qured bul lor-g lenglhl .. nause - llrT10....,.,, 
1. Poakk>n: The ttansmner as nol po:acuon ~ HowleYer al •tandard models 
are ot,gindy callbf ed ¥Wt1h fle unit in a poKK>n wtl'I preasue com«:IIOfl 
"""""'""1 Mhougl, llley can be used a, Oltler angles for cat •oancy • os 
recomTieOOlld that unt1 be nstalad in tne posftJOfl callbralee a1 ttw: faaoty 
3.. Pr95aure Connecbon· Use a smal amcx.n of pi..mber'• lape or Olhef' IUllabN!I 
aea to preve,. '8aks Be 11.re the preu,se p.auage tnUda the pon ro -
4. Electric.M Connecdon.a 
Wire Length• The maxrnum lengU'I al wtre connecl.l'lg lhe transm a, anO recetY8f 
• a func:llon of wtre 1121 and recen,er ,es.i,tance Wlnl"f1 stlol.id not COf'll1.DUte more 
llan 10-. of lhl ~ re:s1stance 10 10t111 loop re11s1ance Fo, e_rtremefy kJng 
nns (CJ',i8.f 1000 t). cnoose 11tC81vtn Wtth ngher rellltBnce 10 flWllfTllft ne su.e 
and cost al COl"V'leCUng N!.ads W.e "Mnng lengtn is Ulder 100 feel. wn as smal 






Rugged Pipe Plug 
Thermocouple Probe 
TC-(*)-NPT Series 
-Y' Rugged 304 SS Design 
with Strain Relief Spring 
Y' Single and Dual Elements 
Y'¼ or% NPT 
Mounting Thread 
Y' 2 m (80") Stainless Steel 
Braid Over Fiberglass 
Lead Wire 
Y' 20 AWG, Stranded for 
¼ NPT 24 AWG, Stranded 
for % NPT Stainless Steel 
Overbrald-Reslsts 
Abrasions and Cuts, 
Yet Remains Flexible 
Y' Withstands Pressures to 
2500 psi at Ambient 
Temperatures 
Y' Grounded and Ungrounded 
Junction Is Ideal For Vessel 
Application, Pressurized 
Chambers and Pipelines 
Y' Exposed Junction Designed 
For Air Temperature 
Measurement and 
Monitoring of Gas Streams 
Y' Stripped Leads Standard 
Single element thermocouple. 
Tc-K-NPT-U-72, pipe plug 
probe with ungrounded 
Junctlcn, ellfpped wire lead■ 
ilnd etalnlen a1NI owtbrald, 
shown actual sin. 
Spring &train relief 
pm,■nte "pinching" 
of the wire. 
TC-K-1/INPT-U-72-DUAL, dual pipe 
plug probe with ungrounded function, 
strl~ WIN leads and stalnleu stNI 
OVfflrald, ellown ac:tual size. 
Dual element thermocouple. 
" NPT Single element thermocouple 1' NPT Dual element thermocouple 
BO 
2-38) 
SMPW Connectors, OptJonalL_ ________________ 0_1mens __ 1_ons_: m_m--'-(lnc_h....c)~ 
Y' Choice J, IC, T or E 
Thermocouple Types 
Y' Grounded, Ungrounded 
or Exposed Junctions 
Y' Special Custom Designs 
Having Different NPT 
Threads, Tip Diameters 
or Tip Lengths are Also 
Available 
Y' Flush Tip Available, 
Consult Custom 
Engineering 
Y' Probe Temperature Range 
to 650°C (1200°F) 
Y' Transition Joint/Cable 
Temperature Range to 
480°C (900°F) 
Ta Order 










TC-(')-1/8 NPT -(")-72-SMP-OUAL 
• Specify callbrarJon: J, K, Tor E. 
•• Spsclfy junction l)lpB: G (Grounded). E (Exposed). U (Ungrounded). 
For lead wire length over 2 m (80'). use adcltiona/ pries P9r 300 mm (12•) lncnJmenls and 
motif'/ model number. 
Ordfflng Eumpl9: TC-K-NPT-G-12, pipe plug style. Type K grounded juncfion thermocouple 





The M1l1oco Models PB3008L & PB3008 dual 1nd1cat1ng 
pressure/temperature gauges. or commonly referred to as 
nd1cators·. combine the value of an 1nd1vidual pressure 
gauge and thermometer 1n one instrument They are the 
ideal choice for boilers and other hot water apphcallons 
where space hm1tat1ons and instaltallon costs are a 
consideration. These instruments contain both a bourdon 
tube assembly to 1nd1cate pressure and a b1metal coil 
assembly to 1nd1cate temperature in both Fahrenheit and 
Celsius WARNING. Not sultabta for steam sarvlca. 
General Specifications 
CASE: Drawn steel. black finished. 
RING: Cnmped drawn steel. black finished 
LENS: Glass. 
DIAL: Aluminum. white finished wrth red temperature 
and blue pressure markings. 
POINTERS: Aluminum black non-adjustable 
MOVEMENT: Brass 
BOURDON TUBE: Phosphor bronze 
CONNECTION: See table below. 
STEM: Brass. 0 0.320" 
ACCURACY: Pressure scale. ±3-2-3%. 
Temperature scale ±One scale d1vis10n 










Code Size CC) 
u s 
1-25 ¼" NPT 132 1 00 
2-25 ¼" NPT 3.23 2 08 
PB3001 Back 
2-60 ½" NPT 300 2 60 
2-25E ¼" NPT IMEXI 132 100 
PB3001L Bottom 2-60 ½"NPT 2.80 2.36 
-OW,e,r ue-m ler,glh and a,nnect,On;S evaNal>le • COIUull htc.lory 
200 Elizabeth St Mt. Clemens Ml 48043 




,,... .,,.. Tems,.ratuN 
Range R.l.n9• 
(M 
Q~plli 50 10 2110'fl 
0-400 <Pa 10., 140°C 
21 0-75 pll/ 5010 290'FI 
0-500 Pa 10., 140°C 
05 0-100 po~ 50 10 290"F/ Q.700 Pa 1010 140°C 
07 
0-200 poll 50 ID 290'FI 
0-1400 Pa 10., 140°C 
To Order 
fBJQQa QZ 
Model Number Range 
Code 
~i kPI 'F 'C 
Sa Scale Scale Sc.lie 
Fig. Div. F~ o .. Fig, Olv. Fig OIY. 
10 100 20 40 5 20 2 
15 25 100 20 40 5 20 2 
5 5 250 5 40 5 20 2 






30 - 1 30 dB USB Digital Decibel Sound Level Meter 
Specifications: 
Calibration Sound Source 
94d8@1 KHz 
Measurement Range 30- l 30dBA1 35-130dBC 
Accuracy +/-1.SdB(reference sound pressure standard,94dB@l KHz) 
Frequency Response 3 l .5Hz-8.5KHz 
Resolution 0.1 dB 
Measuring Level 30-80, 50-1 00, 60-110, 80-130, 30-1 30 
Dynamic Range 50dB 1 1 00dB 
Overload Indication OVER,. UNDER 
Frequency Weighting Characteristic A and C 
Digital Display 4 digits 
Analogy Bar Graph 1 dB 1 bar graph 
Sampling Rate 20 times second 
AC Signal Output 4Vrms full bar graph, output impedance is about 600 ohm 
PWM Signal Output Duty cycle=0.01 x db value/ 3.3 x 100% 
Dynamic Characteristic FAST (high speed), SLOW (low speed) 
Calendar Accuracy - -30seconds,day 
Data Storage Quantity 4 700 
The Maximum Value Holding MAX 
Auto Power Off Yes (after no operation for 10 minutes) 
Microphone l / 2" polarization capacitance microphone 
Operating Voltage 6V 
External Dimensions 67 x 30 x 183 (mm) 
Net Weight 147.5g (not includes battery) 
Battery Life 20Hours (continuous use) 
42 
Appendix C: Case Studies 




Max. Pressure Rating 
(200 psi min) 
Output Signal Level 
(volts) 











Series TRI Specifications vs. 
Options TridicatorTTD398 Tridicator 
Maximum 
Pressure level (0-




































030D5V 150DDU5V 150DWU5V Series 629 
Cost 










Specifications Trend Times 


















" Female/male N 
Sound level meter PCE-
353 
103.00+59 for data 
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